June 28, 2016

What Physicians and Patients Told the Feds

Yesterday was the last day to ask the Feds to withdraw the 962-page rule being imposed on physicians. Here are a few things the public told the government.

Gene in Missouri said, “I’m against this plan. I want privacy and options. No more surveillance.” A California doctor says the rule will “force physicians to betray the Hippocratic Oath by linking payment to the collection of intimate and private data on all patients.”

A Tennessee surgeon said meeting the “myriad regulations” will be impossible and says he’ll likely to opt out of government programs to preserve the ethics he “solemnly swore to uphold.” And Lou in Florida told the bureaucrats to go “back to their cubicles” and stop causing such “misery.” What did you tell the Feds?

Direct link to federal site to read comments:
https://www.regulations.gov/docket?D=CMS-2016-0060